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Africatown is a historic community
located in Alabama. 
It was formed by former slaves from
West Africa. Africatown embodies the
resilience of slavery survivors...

Buildace Magazine is a global
publication on Architecture,
Interiors, Art and Technology. 
An inventive media platform for the
building and design sectors...
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#TAAMAGAZINE

            elcome to the third edition of the #TAA Talented Architects From Africa

Magazine.

 

This Magazine gives voice to known and unknown talents in the field of

architecture and art. 

The objective of this magazine is to allow talents to share their story, to share

their passion and to allow readers to discover them.

Some readers will recognize themselves in them and others will find a major

motivation by reading these few lines.

We hope you enjoy this second edition of our magazine and that it will give you

the opportunity to discover talented people who deserve to be known.

Thank you
Joia

INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER

ARCHITEKINTERNATIONAL.JP@GMAIL.COM

FACEBOOK : #TAA GROUP

JOIA PRECIOSA
INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER
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TALENTS

TALENT OF MONTH !

# T A A  S P O T L I G H T

From Nigeria

 Esther Aidi, graduate
Architect, 3D Visualization
expert and Architectural

Documentarian 

 
From Togo, Congo  and
Ivory Coast

Derlych Adriana BIDIER
Armel Mikalo

François Adokou KOUDAYA

 

From  Nigeria

Musa Momoh Journalist and a
Marketing Communication

Specialist
 

Architect Architects Founder, Buildace Magazine 

page 13 page 05 page 10
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Kaira Looro is one of the most important
international architectural competitions open to
students and young architects individually and
focused on the themes of humanitarian
architecture for emergencies and development. 
Kaira Looro recently organized a top 50 of the
best projects made by talented architects from
different countries.One of them is a group of
architects composed of Derlych Adriana BIDIER,
27 years old, from Republic of the Congo, living in
Lomé (Togo) in Togo Armel Mikalo, 29 years old,
From Ivory Coast, Living in Abidjan, François
Adokou KOUDAYA, 26 years old, From Togo,living
in Lomé and #TAA had the chance to interview
them to discover their stories
 

Photography: Derlych Adriana BIDIER
Armel Mikalo

François Adokou KOUDAYA
 

TOP 50 KAIRA LOORO
INTERVIEW BY 
JOIA PRECIOSA

EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW

WITH
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About Us

All graduates of the African School of Architecture and Urbanism. 

We had to participate in team or individually to several competitions

and exhibitions. 

For example Reschool 2019  (top 50), Lafarge Holcim Cote d'Ivoire

2018  (1st prize), Inspireli 2020 (2nd prize), Archigenieur 2020

honorable mention (5th position), Kaira Looro 2022  (top 50) and the

exhibition on gender equality during the international summit of

women organized by Plan Togo International .  

In addition to these awards, we also work on various projects in

architecture, design, urbanism etc...

JP: When did you realise you wanted to be
architect ?

Adriana :  I  got the idea and the desire in during the years of

college. One evening my mother was reading us a novel about

a famous architect who was working on large scale projects on

an international scale.  



 " OUR VISION IS TO

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

THE SOCIAL,

ECONOMIC AND

CULTURAL WEALTH

THAT AFRICA HAS IN

ORDER TO BUILD THE

AFRICAN CONTINENT "  

 

Adriana :  Since that day my interest in building started. To learn more, my father, who is in the

construction industry, took me to construction sites where he was involved as a project

manager. As a result of this experiece I decided to study architecture at university.

François  :  During my vacations, I used to visit construction sites with my uncle who is a bulding

contractor. During these frequent visits, he initiated me to architectural drawing this then gave

me the love of construction in general. After obtaining my French baccalauréat, I had the

choice between architecture and civil engineering. Having a preference for art, I opted for

architecture. 

Armel :  It was one event which led me to become interested in the world of construction and

architecture at a very young age: the September 11, 2001 attacks on the twin towers of the

World Trade Center. Seeing these two emblematic buildings collapsing like a house of cards

pushed my curiosity about the functioning and solidity of buildings in general, to try to

understand their mechanism, to reproduce them as models. Later, this will lead me to enter the

field of architecture.
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J.P: What are your future projects?

The Team: Make architecture accessible to everyone work on a contextual architecture, that

takes into consideration the literal and abstract characteristics of the environment in which it is

inserted. Bring customized solutions to the problems of African cities (urban mobility, housing,

green grid, flooding etc...)

Think, develop, experiment with modern architectural approaches that address to the African

context.

Our vision is to take advantage of the social, economic and cultural wealth that Africa has in

order to build the African continent. 



 " TROPICAL ARCHITECTURE HAS A

UNIQUE CHARACTER AND STYLE"  
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J.P: Who do you follow and admire for their work, as interior designer or
architect ?  

The Team  :  

Francis Keré ,  for his innovative vision in the use of local materials, culture, social

inclusion and for bringing light to the African continent in the field of construction

Hassan Fathy: for his commitment to the use of earth material to solve the problems of

housing in its country. 

Jean Nouvel  :  for his original and unique approach to each project (respect for the

social and cultural context, . . .)

Kengo KOUMA  :  for his unique architectural identity, the use of local materials and

techniques.

The contemporary Brazilian architecture in general with renowned figures such as

Oscar Niemeyer, Lina Bo Bardi,  Marcio Kogan ,  etc..

His tropical architecture has a unique character and style, distinct and recognizable:

strong and elegant, mastering the large open spans and integration between interior

and exterior spaces as well as the large open planes merging the limits between interior

and exterior, the lightness of the trace and the horizontal volumes. The extensive use of

exposed concrete as well as the use of pilings and large cantilevered structures that

adapt very well to the topical climate in both America and Africa.
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 "MAKE

ARCHITECTURE

ACCESSIBLE TO

EVERYONE WORK

ON A CONTEXTUAL

ARCHITECTURE,

THAT TAKES INTO

CONSIDERATION

THE LITERAL AND

ABSTRACT

CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE

ENVIRONMENT ..."  
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Consult and trust the experts in the field of

architecture

Take time and effort to read all the articles

published in the magazine

Use as much as possible any advice or information

written in the magazine

Provide feedback to improve the magazine and

remain supportive.

J.P: Any advice you would like to give to #TAA
readers?

The Team  :  

To the readers of TAA, we advise them to:



My name is Musa Momoh from
Okene, Kogi State, Nigeria, West
Africa. 
I am a Journalist and a
Marketing Communication
Specialist. Founder, Aesthetics
Buildace Magazine Ltd, 
 the publishers of Buildace
Magazine. 
A publication that I am also
responsible as Editor-in-Chief.

I started small and dreamed big.
While I was working with
Brandworld Media in Lagos, Nigeria
as Head, Marketing and Media in
2009, my earlier interest to own a
personal brand in the media
profession became stronger and I
decided to venture into construction
journalism, this ignited my interest in
building and design. 

After lots of efforts, my dream came
true in 2016 when I published the
first edition of Buildace Magazine in
collaboration with Atlantic
Exhibition, one of the biggest
building and construction exhibition
companies in Nigeria.

M
U

S
A

 M
O

M
O

H

FOUNDER OF BUILDACE MAGAZINE
FROM : NIGERIA
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BUILDING
ARCHITECTURE
INTERIOR

ABOUT 
BUILDACE MAGAZINE

How exhibitions help grow
the Nigerian building industry

Buildace Magazine is a global publication on Architecture, Interiors, Art and
Technology. 
An inventive media platform for the building and design sectors. Following our
drive for impacts .
we invented a unique project that aims to be the center of connection in the
global building and design sectors through a fundamental role that drives
growth.

The heritage of
aesthetic architecture

#TAAMAGAZINE
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MUSA MOMOH
FOUNDER
AESTHETICS BUILDACE MAGAZINE LTD

WRITTEN BY
JOIA PRECIOSA

START SMALL, FAIL FAST , SUCCEED 
NEVER LOOSE FOCUS

To be honest with you dreams don't pay bills ...

My biggest obstacle was leaving my regular 9am
to 5pm job for my startup and raising money. 
To be honest with you, dreams don't pay bills and
investors won’t take you seriously at the early
stage of your startup until you have built a viable
business with good structure. 
So raising money was the most difficult thing I ever
did as an entrepreneur. 
I overcome it with the understanding that I
can use my resourcefulness to build capacity and
that capacity will bring capital.
We are currently working on reinventing our
publication from print to digital publishing due to
the effects of paradigm shift in media
communication as a result of the global climate
change caused by media evolution and
pandemic. 
Customer behaviors on media consumption have
changed based on the significant value that’s now
placed on digital communication by media
consumers.

So, we are creating the best global network of
digital traffic of close to 4 million
visits per month with organic assurance and
prospective competitive advantage as a popular
digital magazine.

My advice to TAA readers:

Start small, fail fast, succeed. No matter what,
never lose focus because your next ten years
depend on what you do with the current nail and
hammer in your hands.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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My name is Esther Aidi, a graduate
Architect, 3D Visualization expert and
Architectural Documentarian.

With a keen interest in the Media
exposition for Architects, I always look
forward to helping Architects get 
 visible to their prospects using the
media tools available.

I’m the Creative director and founder
of Voice of Architecture Africa, a
media company that caters for
Architect’s Visibility through
documentaries.

 The beginning of my Architectural
journey started over 15 years ago in
front of a satellite black box known as
Television. 
As usual, I tuned in to the famous Tom
and Jerry series with my elder cousin
and after watching for a while I felt
bored since I had already seen the
series shown. 

I requested for her to tune into another
exciting cartoon. As she kept tuning to
find a suitable one, she stumbled on
the documentary of a local resort
“Obudu Cattle Ranch” in Calabar,
Cross Rivers state, Nigeria. 

 E
S

T
H

E
R

 A
ID

I

ARCHITECT
FROM :NIGERIA
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AFRICA IS A MEDIA COMPANY

CENTRED ON IMPROVING AN

ARCHITECT’S VISIBILITY
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While I waited patiently for her to change it, I

saw in this documentary an ongoing meeting

with a group of professionals wearing

construction jackets and helmets gathered

around a table. 

On that table was a laid-out long white paper

consisting of dark lined drawings which I later

knew to be “Floor plans”. 

With curiosity, I asked my cousin who are they.

And she said they are Architects. 

Then I said to be myself that sounds fancy, I

would like to be an Architect. 

That started the journey of my pursuit to be

one.

#TAAMAGAZINE
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My biggest Challenge! If I was asked this

question like 3 years ago, I would say a lot

of disturbing sentences. 

But settling into the world of a Leader, I

found out that each challenge comes with

its unique lessons and for every level you

progress to, those challenges are there to

prepare you for the experience at that level. 

Come to think of this, the challenge of

struggling to receive validation from your

loved ones to accept that you want to

study Architecture despite your average

grades is different from trying to scale up a

company to 6 figures earnings with a full

team on payroll. 

So, I always engineer myself to overcome

these challenges mentally, knowing fully

well it ’s a phase that would pass, and

research for solutions to go about it

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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Voice of Architecture Africa  is a media company centred on improving an Architect’s Visibility through documentaries.

We believe in assisting Architects to document their architectural works, behind the scenes of their workflow and share

their unique selling point [either story-driven or passion driven] to ultimately position them as experts not only in their

design field but most importantly their prospects.

During our few years of operation, we have been able to help our clients get clarity as to why they need to be out there

in the media space pushing out their services to their prospects and also building authority as experts. 

This always serves as a core for any interesting opportunities we create for Architects.

We are currently working on technology solutions to help Architects in their documenting journey without interfering

with their busy schedules. 

It ’s an interesting one, really and I can’t wait for the design field to unravel what VAA  has in store for them. 

Fingers crossed!

My advice for you reading this now is to “Show up” for yourself on days you feel okay, or days you feel lazy, or days

you find it hard to take action and be sure to have fun while doing it, so that the next eye conversation we would

have, it would be me in your reader’s section.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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About 
#Shareyoupic 

Want your photos to appear in
#TAAMagazine?

Send us by email:

architekinternational.jp@gmail.com 

Your photo book , you description and
your contact details.

The best photo books will be shared in
the "Share you pic" section.

Good luck
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AFRICATOWN
THE AMERICAN TOWN CREATED BY AFRICANS

Africatown is a historic community located in
Alabama. 
It was formed by former slaves from West
Africa. Africatown embodies the resilience of
slavery survivors. 
A self-sufficient refuge based on the traditions
and lifestyles of their countries of origin.
Africatown embraced a new community where
residents could simultaneously maintain their
unique African identity. 
The Atlantic slave trade had been outlawed
since 1808, but 110 slaves held by the
Kingdom of Dahomey were smuggled into
Mobile on the Clotilda. 

The Clotilda, (the schooner that carried 110
Africans to the Southern United States) was
discovered in 2019. 
The Clotilda had been chartered in 1860 to
purchase African slaves despite a more than
50-year-old ban on "the importation of human
life for the purpose of slavery”. 
When the ship's captain was suspected of
illegal importation, a crime punishable by
death, he ordered the Africans up the Mobile
River, hidden in the swamp, and the ship was
burned and scuttled in an attempt to conceal
its illicit cargo.

THE CLOTILDA

After the abolition of slavery and the end of the Civil
War, the captives of Clotilda tried to raise funds to
return to their homeland but the jobs they held did not
allow them to raise enough money. 'silver. After
realizing that they could not return to Africa, the group
delegated Cudjo Lewis to ask Timothy Meaher (who had
arranged the slave trade.) for a grant of land. 
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Africa Town
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AFRICATOWN
THE AMERICAN TOWN CREATED BY AFRICANS

When he refused, community members
continued fundraising and began buying land
around Magazine Point.
On September 30, 1872, Lewis purchased
about two acres of land in the Plateau region
for $100.00 and named it Africatown. 

Cudjo Kazoola Lewis then became the founder
of Africatown and lived there until 1935, he
was long considered the last surviving slave of
the Clotilda. The Africatown community was
made up of Yoruba, Ewe and Fon. They have
retained their West African customs and
language. 

Today, approximately 100 descendants of
Clotilda survivors remain in Africatown. 
The World Monuments Fund includes
Africatown in the 2022 World Monuments
Watch to highlight the need and opportunity
for authentic, community-led preservation and
storytelling. 

WMF (World Monuments Fund) plans to help
descendant communities tell their stories, seek
environmental justice, and overcome the
bureaucratic challenges of exploiting the
narrative of America's last slave ship.

AFRICATOWN IS BORN
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D . I . Y
DO IT YOURSELF
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"Do it yourself" ("DIY") is the modification or
construction of objects by oneself without the
direct help of professionals. 
Millions of people practice DIY without knowing it. 
Of course, we imagine the worker or the craftsman
at work, but it is only a fragmented vision of the
DIY which is also found fully in this young girl in
the process of making a garment with coins or
pieces of cloth for an event. 
The student trying her hand at digital editing from
shots taken with her mobile phone.
The decorator who uses glasses to make vases or
wall decorations etc... 

DIY is everywhere: in the good cake prepared by a
friend or in the crazy decoration ideas that come
to mind. 
The only immutable rule is that it is done by
yourself! 

In recent years, DIY has exploded and has become
very trendy, especially in interior decoration. 
An ingenious and economical way to decorate your
interior to your liking by creating decorations or
unique furniture or by reproducing existing objects
at a lower cost. 

.

 The first reasons to embark on D . I.Y (do it
yourself) are: it is economical. Think about it
for the manufacture of a piece of furniture, a
decorative object, storage spaces or for an
architectural element. DIY is always more
affordable than buying a finished product. 

It is also a way to give a second life to a
product, and therefore to have an ecological
approach because most of the time you recycle
an object that you no longer use.

Decorate yourself to cultivate your creativity
Breathe an original soul into your interior
decoration by making your own ornamental
objects. 

With DIY decoration, also develop your
creative spirit by taking advantage of the wide
variety of materials and accessories available
on the market today. 

Here are the main reasons to favor DIY. 

DIY, Do it yourself is:

Thousands of very high quality videos teach you
today how to master the gestures to cut, shape,
assemble or even paint. 

The beginnings are always clumsy, but you will
notice that dexterity is acquired with a little
experience. 
Over time, you will succeed in imagining design
objects that perfectly meet your expectations.
According to many researchers, DIY decoration is
part of art therapy and is an effective anti-stress
and antidepressant. 

So don't miss it! 

The DIY ("do it yourself") trend was already very
buoyant, and again accelerated sharply during
confinement (covid 19) You are never better
served than by yourself -even as we used to say.
And that's true. Much more than a trend, the Do It
Yourself (DIY) spirit is the art of making what you
need at home. With the proliferation of brands
dedicated to DIY and the drop in the price of tools,
it has never been so easy to make everyday
objects.

And you, are you ready to embark on the DIY
adventure?

.



Musa Momoh

CONTACT

WhatsApp = +2347058588596
Email = musantonm@gmail.com
Social Media = #Buildace Magazine
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Photography :Benjamin Romero
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Esther Aidi

CONTACT

Phone: +2349011707911 
Email: voiceofarchitectureafricavaa@gmail.com
IG and FB: voiceofarchitectureafrica_vaa
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Thank you !

We would like to thank you to all the members of the #TAA
group for their loyalty and their investment in #TAA, the
BUILDACE Magazine,  the Real African Architecture Facebook
page for their support given to #TAA since the beginning, Yoel
Kime Mukena Mukalay who is present since the beginning of
the adventure and sharing magnificent publication, Musanton
Musa for his permanent support  .

Thank you to Derlych Adriana BIDIER, Armel Mikalo,
François Adokou KOUDAYA, Esther Aidi and Musa
Momoh for having accepted this interview.

mailto:voiceofarchitectureafricavaa@gmail.com
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INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER
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           ISCLAiMER

The content of this magazine was provided by an external third-party provider

and the talents of #taamagazine. This website is not responsible for such

external content and does not control it.  This content is provided "as is" and "as

available" and has not been modified in any way. Neither this website nor our

affil iates guarantee perfect accuracy.

The magazine is provided for informational purposes only. Neither this website

nor our affil iates shall be responsible for any errors or inaccuracies in the

content, or for any actions taken by you in reliance thereon. You expressly agree

that your use of the information in this article is at your own risk.

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, this website, its parent,

subsidiaries, affil iates and the respective shareholders, directors, officers,

employees, agents, advertisers, content providers and licensors shall not be

liable (together or severally) from you for any direct, indirect, consequential,

special, incidental, punitive, or exemplary damages, including, without limitation,

lost profits, lost savings, and lost revenue, whether negligence, tort, contract or

any other theory of liability, even if the parties were advised of the possibility or

could have foreseen such damages.
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